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Red herring | Definition of Red herring at fyzageke.cf
A red herring is something that misleads or distracts from a
relevant or important question. It may be either a logical
fallacy or a literary device that leads readers.
What is red herring? - Definition from fyzageke.cf
One possible origin of the idiom was that red herring were
used to train dogs to track scents. This was true, but the
modern meaning of a false trail may have.

Red herring - Wikipedia
Definition of red herring in the Idioms Dictionary. red
herring phrase. What does red herring expression mean?
Definitions by the largest Idiom Dictionary.
BBC Learning English - ???? / Red herring ???????
Red herring definition is - a herring cured by salting and
slow smoking to a dark brown color. How to use red herring in
a sentence. Did You Know?.
Urban Dictionary: red herring
Something used to divert attention form the real matter, issue
or object(a dead red herring was often used to confuse or test
the scent of a hunting dog).
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FumbleFingers FumbleFingers k 34 34 gold badges silver badges
bronze badges. Need a translator?
Telestrokeisaweb-basedapproachtotreatingstrokevictimswhohavenotbe
If a herring is dragged across a trail that hounds are
following, it throws them off the scent. In the end, however,
the mystery is resolved by the unexpected confession of Beryl
that her husband Stapleton was the real A Red Herring, and was
behind the whole mystery of the killer Hound. Here's a
reference I found in my ngram search for red herring.
Hehadnothinginhishandbuttookupastick,andthrewatoneofthemandhithim
definition and usage example.
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